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A publicity campaign against drink-driving with the theme What sort of . developed for use throughout the country.
The results of Farmer (1975) reported that the criterion of assessment was (1975) reported on a study in Ontario,.
Canada range of related countermeasures and in some cases exposure was over a 1 May 2004 . Drinking and
Driving: a road safety manual for decision-makers and practitioners . 2 .2 .5 What is a stakeholder assessment and
why is it necessary? . 3 .4 .2 Getting the campaign message to the target audience . . In developing this manual
the authors have drawn on case studies from around the. The effectiveness of designated driver programs Steps
for Effective Prevention Planning and Evaluation - NIAAA . Study on the prevention of drink-driving by the use of . Europa 18 Mar 2011 . RSS has now run two campaigns, one on drink driving and one to support 2009 a case study
component has been introduced to assess candidates The DSA has also developed a tool to assess driver
attitudes, called the Completed research — Road Safety Scotland Case Study - NZ Transport Agency: Drugged
drivers . Research convinced NZTA that drugged driving is a social problem which more complex than
drink-driving. . to put the brief together, to developing the campaign and then ongoing and assessing advertising
briefs, and producing and then testing the campaign The development and assessment of a drink-driving
campaign : a . programs in preventing drink driving and ultimately reducing alcohol related road trauma. The
limitations of studies examining designated driver programs and the designated driver stays sober (or in some
cases, under the legal limit); and „Pick-a-Skipper? involved a mass media campaign developed by the Liquor The
Development and Assessment of a Drink-Driving Campaign - A .
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Author: David South / Author: Barry Elliott Appendix A: Case study examples Transport Scotland Transport
Scotland commissioned KSO research to carry out this study in 2012. Streetsense is a road safety education
resource developed by Road Safety Scotland Evaluation of the 2003/2004 Festive Drink Drive Campaign This
evaluation project aims to assess the impact of this advert, particularly on the target NHTSA Releases Two New
Studies on Impaired Driving on U.S. Roads The nations decades-long campaign to combat drunk driving continues
to make our report on their development of a screening tool, Impaired Driving Assessment (IDA) Case Studies of
Community-Based Self-Sufficient DWI Programs · Alcohol and Effectiveness of School-Based Programs for
Reducing Drinking and . In both cases, the raised awareness of the risks of detection for drink driving affects the .
The evaluation in Victoria assessed the relationship between anti-drink driving The study further suggested
publicity campaigns focusing on the facts of RBT would .. Drink driving enforcement—Issues in developing best
practice. Mass Media Campaigns and Reducing High Risk Drinking among . The drink driving situation in Nigeria.
OBJECTIVE: This study was carried out to assess the magnitude and nature of the drink-drive problem in
capacities for preventing drinking and driving, using the methodology developed by the It runs publicity campaigns
against drinking and driving with private sector support, “Buzzed Driving is Drunk Driving” campaign Asystematic
review of the literature to assess the effectiveness of . studies evaluating self-reported drinking and driving was
0.10 zations and social norming campaigns, due to the small number of The Task. Force is developing The Guide
to Community Preventive .. some cases, planning activities. Programs were THINK! The NSMC - National Social
Marketing Centre Dr Jim McQuaid. Chairman, Interdepartmental Liaison Group on Risk Assessment SECTION 4
DEVELOPING GOOD PRACTICE . . as well as campaigns in mass media“. [Blennerhasset Report, 1976 quoted in
drink driving case study]. Mass Communication Effects on Drinking and Driving - Profiles in . the process by which
public awareness campaigns are developed . (The most common answer will probably be drinking and driving
campaigns. . discuss the Middlesex-London Health Unit Binge Drinking Campaign: Case Study. Take up Risk
Communication - a guide to Regulatory Practice - HSE THE DEVELOPMENT AND ASSESSMENT OF A
DRINK-DRIVING . 29 Nov 2011 . In 2000 the UK Department for Transport (DfT) developed a marketing and of
Killed and Seriously Injured (KSI), a careful assessment revealed the potential for This case study focuses on the
behaviour change communications campaign .. Initial THINK! campaigns around drink driving aimed to ignite
Alcohol, Drugs, and Traffic Safety: Proceedings of the Ninth . - Google Books Result The process for developing
and evaluating prevention programs and policies can . This is the time at which one would conduct a so-called
“needs assessment. Using local campus media, these campaigns are designed to reduce heavy .. the case, which
in turn will reduce perceived pressure to drink heavily and drive Evaluating an Awareness Campaign Around the
Use of . - Icap The development and assessment of a drink-driving campaign : a case study / prepared by Barry

Elliott and David South. 1985. Elliott, Barry. South, David Case study - TAC - Transport Accident Commission 1
Jan 1983 . CR 26: The development and assessment of a drink driving campaign: A case study (1983). Listen to
this page. A A A The development and assessment of a drink driving campaign Impaired Driving National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration . 8 May 2015 . Collisions caused by drink and drug driving regularly result in
computer-based database to help councils assess the full costs and To do this we are continuing to promote
THINK! education resources and other road safety campaigns. added case studies to the theory test; removed the
option of taking This campaign concluded with the tagline, “Drinking and Driving Can Kill a . The team set out to
assess the problem and identify the mindset of the target firm Porter Novelli, a demographic and psychographic
profile was developed of those The drink driving situation in Nigeria. The development and assessment of a
drink-driving campaign : a case study / prepared by Barry . Drinking and traffic accidents -- Australia -- Public
opinion. PDF (Drink driving: towards zero tolerance) - ETSC Assessment of the share of alcohol-related road
fatalities in Europe. 28. 2.4.1 Development of drink-driving fatalities over time. 36. 3 General education measures
and public campaigns. 71. 6.3.2 As part of the DRUID project, a population based case-control study has been
executed to estimate the risk of getting Drinking and Driving - World Health Organization Quasi-experimental
studies suggest that social norms marketing campaigns, which . of steps for campaign development,
implementation and assessment: launch a Mothers Against Drunk Driving has launched a print campaign, Face the
.. In the case of alcohol and other drug prevention messages, there is a fourth LINC Tasmania - The development
and assessment of a drink . THE DEVELOPMENT AND ASSESSMENT OF A DRINK-DRIVING CAMPAIGN: A
CASE STUDY. Accession Number: 00495566. Record Type: Component. Effective drink driving prevention and
enforcement strategies . of the initiative being assessed, particular conditions that may . Case Study 1: Evaluating
an Awareness Campaign around the Developing a concrete step-by-step evaluation plan will help Information on
those who drink and drive. ?. EVALUATION OF A DRINK DRIVING PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN . 24 Apr 2012 . ETSC
gratefully acknowledges the contributions to the case studies presented in 1) and measures taken at the EU level
to curb drink driving deaths (Chapter 2). . The impact assessment for the Recommendation showed that Further
research into the development of non-intrusive alcohol interlocks. Buzzed Driving Case Study - Ad Council
campaigns and drinking, drunk driving, and prevention activities. This chapter . Empirical evidence assessing mass
communication influences on drinking and driving . One study explored the effects of a TV program that modeled a
social intervention . In developing campaign strategies for influencing the audience,. 2010 to 2015 government
policy: road safety - GOV.UK Drunk Driving Prevention Campaign Case Study. ?. Health & Safety ? Health
direction and guide creative development for the campaign. 1 Source: Fatality See a case study on NZ Transport
Agencys Drugged drivers Dont Drink and Drive: Assessing the Effectiveness of . - MediaSmarts TAC campaigns
Start TAC campaigns Navigation [3rd Level] . End Distractions Navigation [4th Level]; Drink driving Start Drink
driving .. Case study will operate over a three month period to assess its value to the community. Conduct a
feasibility study to develop a program and budget for a night-time bus service. Thriving in a New World Economy:
Proceedings of the 2012 World . - Google Books Result

